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WICHITA STATE UNIVERSITY
FACULTY SENATE
AGENDA
Room 126 CH

3:30 p.m.

Meeting Notice:
Monday,
Order of Business:

April 10, 1995

I. Calling of the Meeting to Order
II. Informal Statements and Proposals
III. Approval of Minutes
IV. President's Report

v.

•

Committee Reports
A. Ad Hoc Faculty/ Unclassified Professional
Committee report - Ken Miller, Chair
(blue attachment)

VI. Old Business
A. Academy for Effective Teaching Update -James Hardy
(Ivory attachment)
B.

Ad Hoc Committee on Faculty Evaluation report
William Terrell, Chair (2nd reading)

VII. New Business
VIII. As May Arise
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

Joyce Cavarozzi, President
James Clark, Past President
Donna Hawley, Vice President
Michael Kelly, Secretary
Jolynne Campbell, President-Elect
Ron Matson, Elected by Senate
Keith Williamson, Elected by Senate
Sue Bair, Appt'd by Senate Pres.
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3451
3220
3610
3590
3146
3280
3185
3340

Box
Box
Box
Box
Box
Box
Box
Box

53
78
41
68
43
25
31
16
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REPORT OF THE JOINT TASK FORCE
ON UNCLASSIFIED PROFESSIONAL TEACHERS

The Joint Task Force of the Faculty Senate and the Unclassified Professional Senate proposes that
the following three recommendations be accepted as a substitute for the recommendations of the
Ad-Hoc Faculty Senate Committee on Unclassified Professional Full-Time Teachers as approved
in Fall 1994.
RECOMMENDATIONS:

1) Beginning July 1, 1996 the university will not hire unclassified professionals to full-time
positions for which the responsibilities include teaching halftime or more.
2) By July 1, 1997 departments and colleges which now employ full-time unclassified
professionals in teaching positions will make plans to convert these positions to faculty status.
These plans should include development of criteria for tenure eligibility appropriate for individual
disciplines and consistent with university tenure and promotion guidelines.

•

3) All currently employed full-time unclassified professionals who teach half time or more will be
strongly encouraged to accept faculty appointment before July 1, 2000. Initial faculty rank and
number of years of prior service (for tenure purposes) will be determined on an individual basis at
the time of conversion to faculty status.

RATIONALE:

a) The Task Force generally agrees with the analysis of the situation given in the statement of the
Ad-Hoc Faculty Senate Committee and agrees that it is unacceptable to have a category of
non-faculty full-time teachers at Wichita State University.
b) These recommendations allow for some flexibility on an individual basis for current employees.
Although a few individuals may continue to teach as UPs (despite "strong encouragement"), the
rapid tum-over in these positions in the College of Health Professions and recommendation ( 1)
guarantee that the number should decrease to an acceptable level.
c) These recommendations avoid the establishment of the new interim clinical faculty category
specified in the recommendations of the Ad-Hoc Committee.
d) The phase-in period is long enough that tenure cases arising from this action should be spread
over several years.

REMARKS:

•

The effectiveness of these recommendations is heavily dependent on the formulation and
approval of appropriate criteria for tenure eligibility in accordance with recommendation (2) .
Therefore the Task Force urges the faculty and administration to push for the careful revision of

tenure and promotion guidelines at the college level. The college which is most affected by these
recommendations, Health Professions, is attempting to deal with this issue as it develops new
T&P guidelines. Other colleges that now employ UPs to teach should also consider appropriate
tenure criteria.
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Sylvia Coats, Music (Fae)
Steve Gladhart, Health Sci (UP)
Donna Hawley, Nursing (Fae)
Marvis Lary, Physician Asst (UP)
Gerald Paske, Philosophy (Fae)
Dorothy Ranson, Business (UP)
Kathy Strattman, CDS, (UP)
Kenneth Miller, Math/Stat (Fae), Chair
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For Your Information Only:
Report to the Faculty Senate, April 10, 1995
Report approved by Academy for Effective Teaching, April 3, 1995, and presented to the Faculty
·
Senate.

Who is the Good Teacher?
After reviewing more than 1,300 articles, I.D. Glick writes, "I wish to admit that I do not know
what constitutes the essence of excellence in teaching .. .I have come across hints, glints, and
glimpses of this complexity, but it is more diverse than my capability to describe it"*
In like manner, members of this committee have identified "hints, glints, and glimpses," but do not
presume to define or definitively describe "the essence of excellence in teaching."

•

Having said that, however, we submit that the good teacher can be said to exist when, as a result
of his/her efforts, students learn. That much at least is essential, if not "the essence." In short,
good teachers are as they do. It is in this context that we offer not a definition, not a description,
but a characterization of the good teacher.
The Good Teacher

The good teacher knows the students as well as the discipline; and, with strategies and materials
appropriate to their abilities, nonacademic concerns, and academic and personal goals,
enthusiastically presents the subjects of the discipline in such a way as to create a climate
conducive to learning, stimulate interest and appreciation, and challenge intellectual growth.
In doing so, the good teacher communicates knowledge, concepts, skills, and attitudes of and
beyond the discipline in such a way that students increasingly come to recognize the role of
scholarship in the teaching/learning process, willingly accept increased responsibility for their
part in that process, and expend their best efforts to fulfill that responsibility.
The good teacher is one whose students learn and change.

•

*H. Van Schaack and I.D. Glick, "A Qualititative Study of Excellence in Teaching and the Search
for Excellence in Teaching." ERIC Clearinghouse on Teacher Education. Washington, D.C.,
1982. Cited by Charles J. Pulvino and John C. Pundt. "Distinguished Teachers and What We
Can Learn from Them." Teacher Education 29 (1993): 9-16
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April 3, 1995
THE ACADEMY FOR EFFECTIVE TEACHING

I.

ACADEMY SERVICES
A.

SPONSORING WORKSHOPS
One goal of the Academy is to sponsor workshops, meetings and round table
discussions on topics related to strategies for effective teaching. Faculty with
interests in these areas will have opportunities to share ideas, concerns, and
resources that support successful classroom efforts.

B.

MENTORING TEACHERS
The Academy will supply a number of opportunities for informal mentoring
relationships to develop among WSU faculty. Interested faculty will have the
chance to meet at Academy meetings, and the participants in the Academy will
indicate their willingness to be listed as an available mentor.
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C.

TEACHING
When interest and need combine, members of the Academy will offer selected
courses to take advantage of available talents and to stimulate a love of teaching.

D.

RECOMMENDING AWARDS
The Academy will recommend teaching awards.

II.

ACADEMY OPERATIONS
A.

PROCEDURES FOR ADDING MEMBERS TO THE ACADEMY
New members will be added to the Academy on a regular basis, drawing from all
retired emeritus faculty. People who now live outside of the Wichita area will be
eligible, but their participation in Academy events will necessarily be limited.
The Academic Affairs office will set procedures and administer the process of new
member selection.

B.

•

PUBLICITY
The Academy will seek to make its activities known as widely as possible.
Representatives will meet with faculty during a Faculty Senate caucus to be
scheduled in the spring 1995 semester, and will speak at new faculty orientations.
The Academy's activities and awards will be publicized state-wide.
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III.

REGARDING THE SELECTION OF FACULTY FOR TEACHING AWARDS
Following is a set of steps to be used for the selection of faculty for outstanding teaching
awards. The process will encompass input from senior or graduate students, recent
alumni (five percent sample oflast five years), class materials and faculty peers. A seven
year tenure on campus will be required for eligibility. Nominees must have taught a
course at least once a year for the past five years.
A.

NOMINATIONS---STUDENTS
The Academy will request clearance from the academic Deans to visit one
advanced level class in each department of their college. Department Chairs will
be asked to identify a senior and/or graduate level class, or a class with a
preponderance of seniors. The teacher of that class will be asked if one member of
the Academy can meet for a portion of a .class period, without the presence of the
instructor. Volunteer Academy faculty will visit each class, identify our purpose,
and ask students to nominate their outstanding teacher. To get maximum student
participation, the Academy faculty will try to place no restrictions or expectations
on the class.

B.
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NOMINATIONS--ALUMNI
Concurrently, we will send a letter to a random sampling of five percent of
departmental alumni of the past five years, asking them for the same information as
described in Item A.

C.

EVALUATION AND INITIAL SELECTION---PEERS
When data from both sources is received, the ad hoc Advisory Committee of the
Academy will look for names common to both groups or for other distinguishing
features to help the committee make its selection of nominees.

D.

SUBMITTING CREDENTIALS---NOMINEES
At this point nominees will be invited to submit class materials that they consider
evidence of effective teaching such as course outlines, assignment sheets, exams,
reading lists, student evaluations, etc., to indicate willingness to be considered for
the awards.

E.

•

FINAL SELECTION
After materials have been collected and examined, nominees will be asked for
permission to have volunteer Academy faculty visit one of their classes to verify
the nominee's qualifications. Final selection of nominees will be made by members
of the Academy.

,·
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F.

RECOMMENDATION
Nominees will be recommended to the Vice President for Academic Affairs for
Effective Teaching Awards of $2,000 each, to be added to the faculty base salary.
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FACULTY SENATE
WICHITA STATE UNIVERSITY
Minutes of the Meeting of Monday, April 10, 1995.

MEMBERS PRESENT:Allen, Badgett, Bair, Bajaj, Benson, Boneh, Burk,
Byrum,
Campbell,
Carroll,
Cavarozzi,
Chambers,
Chaudhuri,
Christensen, Ciboski, Combs, Desilva,
Eaglesfield, Erickson,
Foster, Fowler, Gupta, Hanrahan, Hawley, Horn, Houts, Hoyer,
Hundley, Kelly, Kraft, Lancaster, Mandt, Matson, Miller, Paske,
Patton,
Saalmann,
Schommer, Sparp, Swan, Terrell, Wahlbeck,
Williamson, Yeager, Zandler
MEMBERS ABSENT:Brown, Celestin, Clark, Duell,
Hitchcock, Lansing, Parkhurst, Sutterlin, Talia

Gythiel,

Hay,

GUESTS: L. Murphey
SUMMARY OF ACTION:
1.
Accepted report from Ad
Professional committee.
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Hoc

Faculty/Unclassified

I.
CALL OF THE MEETING TO ORDER: The meeting was called to order
by President Cavarozzi at 3:30 p.m.

INFORMAL STATEMENTS AND PROPOSALS:
Senator Williamson read the following statement~
"You may have seen the article in the Wichita Eagle last
Thursday, April 6, about the dedication of Elliott Hall. You might
also have noticed that it made reference to several members of the
Elliott
School
faculty- -myself
included- -whom
the
article
characterized as reportedly adding a few 'plaqu.es'of our own to
satirize the formal plaqu.es commemorating the major donors to our
new building.
"I want to go on record, as a member of this Senate and an
elected member of the Faculty Senate Executive Committee, to assure
this Senate and other members of the community that neither I nor
the other faculty or staff members identified in the article put up
any plaqu.es of our own at all. Quite to the contrary, we and many
other Elliott School faculty and staff members were simply victims
of a childish and thoughtless practical joke.
"I am qu.i te frankly dismayed that reporter Suzanne Perez
Tobias and the Wichita Eagle would have the effrontery and
extremely poor taste to publish such an unsubstantiated and false
allegation about me.
The Eagle story has the effect of defaming
myself and others identified in the story, thereby suggesting that
we are ungrateful to our donors for their generosity.
Nothing
could be further from the truth.
"No member of the WSU faculty has worked any longer and
harder for the establishment and success of the Elliott School of
Communication than myself. To be depicted falsely in the press as
making a crude practical joke about an institution for which I have
II.
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worked so diligently is most offensive to me .
"I urge you to disregard this regrettable example of sloppy
and sleazy journalism by the Wichita Eagle".
Senator Bajaj invited the senators to attend the spring
meeting of the Mathematical Association of America on April 14-15,
1995, on the campus of Wichita State University.
For more
information contact Senator Bajaj at ext. 3941.
Senator Foster remarked that, in the minutes for March 27,
1995, it is reported that the Athletic Association was donating a
portion of the ticket sales toward the Library, but then to ask the
students to support the Athletic Association seemed to him to be
backhanded and that something wrong is going on here.

III.
APPROVAL OF MINUTES:
approved as submitted.

The minutes of March 27, 1995, were

IV.

PRESIDENT'S REPORT:
President Cavarozzi reminded the Senate of the Senate meeting
on April 17 when Regent Phyllis Nolan. Regent Nolan will be in room
126 Clinton Hall from 3:00 until 4:00 p.m., she will meet with
faculty from 3: 00 until 3: 30 when the official Senate meeting
begins and will then address the Senate.
President
Cavarozzi announced that
the deadline
for
nominations for Senate Officers will be April 24.

•
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V:

COMMITTEE REPORTS:
President Cavarozzi called on Dr. Ken Miller, chair of the Ad
Hoc Faculty/Unclassified Professional Committee, to present the
Committee's report.
Dr. Miller presented some background about the issue, saying
that the committee had primarily agreed with the Faculty Senate Ad
Hoc Committee's report, but that they did have a substitute
solution that is presented in the report.
He believes that the
solution will lead to a substantial reduction in the number of
unclassified professionals who teach at least .5, over the next
several years. He went on to say that the success of this plan is
dependent on the department and college tenure and promotion
committees developing the appropriate tenure and promotion
criteria.
Dr. Miller then answered questions from the Senate.
Senator Paske made the statement that this report is a move
in the right direction toward bringing all teaching personnel at
Wichita State University into the faculty ranks. He went on to say
that he would like to add an amendment to the document if it is
accepted by the Senate.
He moved that the Senate Executive
Committee appoint a
joint committee with the Unclassified
Professional Senate to continue to monitor the development to bring
all teachers into the faculty. Seconded by Senator Hoyer.
Senator Hoyer recommended adoption of the recommendations.
Seconded by Senator Burk . .senator Paske reintroduced his motion.
Motion and recommendations approved.
President Cavarozzi and Senators Matson and Hoyer expressed
their gratitude to Dr. Miller and the members of the committee
for an excellent job.
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VI. OLD BUSINESS:
President Cavarozzi introduced Dr. James Hardy to present the
report from the Academy for Effective Teaching. (Ivory Attachment
to the April 10, 1995 agenda)
Dr. Hardy called upon Dr. Katherine Griffith to make the
presentation of the report.
Dr. Griffith explained that the
reported had been drafted by the Executive Committee of the Academy
and approved by the Academy membership.
She called for comments
from the Senate.
Senator Paske expressed some dissent concerning the statement
about "what makes a good teacher."
Senators Carroll, Benson,
Matson and Campbell expressed their agreement with the statement.
Senator Paske rephrased his statement that the Academy has
described one type of good teacher and that there are many types of
teachers.
Senator Swan felt that the statement reflects the
diversity of the campus and the various teaching styles but felt
that it needs to be open to what is appropriate for the different
schools.
Senator Hundley asked how the Academy will quantify an
ability that is unquantifiable. She asked what role the department
and divisions will play in the choice. Dr. Griffith replied that
the Academy hopes to eliminate as much of the politics as possible
and has left some leeway in the decision-making process.
Senator Christianson suggested some alternative wording as
did Dr. Paul Tasch who suggested changing "good teacher" to
"effective teacher."
Dr. Griffith moved the discussion on to the specific
recommendations
including the
sponsoring of workshops
and
mentoring.
Senator Lancaster asked if improving the teaching by graduate
assistants was part of the goals. Dr. Griffith replied that
although this was not addressed specifically, it is hoped that the
techniques developed in the workshops could be shared with others.
Senator Mandt suggested that more discussion about what
constitutes good teaching is required on campus. He felt that if
the workshops and mentoring are successful that the faculty will be
more informed about what we want to happen in the classroom.
Several Senators had questions concerning the selection of
faculty for teaching awards. Senator Mandt asked about the role of
departmental alumni.
Dr. Griffith explained that departmental
alumni could nominate faculty from anywhere in the university, not
just from their department.
Senator Mandt suggested that the
sampling of majors from departments might also include a sampling
from the service classes taught.
Dr. Griffith concurred that
service classes were to be included.
Senator Sharp suggested
adding another dimension to the nomination process by having
faculty nominations. Senator Swan agreed that a faculty nomination
would add more diversity. Senator Lancaster asked if there was any
consideration to visit more than one class for the large
departments. Dr. Griffith agreed that the committee would consider
this and added that their objective was to make this procedure as
manageable and as fair as possible.
Senator Zandler asked about
the number of awards to be given. Dr. Griffith estimated between
three and ten. The Senate thanked the Academy for their work.

•
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President Cavarozzi called upon Senator Terrell to continue
discussion of the report from .the Ad Hoc Cammi t tee on Faculty
Evaluation.
Due to the Senate's full agenda President Cavarozzi
suggested that the Senate proceed to discuss the recommendations
made by the committee. Senator Terrell suggested that more
discussion was necessary.
Senator Williamson sugge.sted that the
Senate use today's discussion to see if there are concerns about
the report.
Senator Swan moved that the Faculty Senate meet on May 1, 1995
to discuss the Ad Hoc Committee on Faculty Evaluation report.
Motion approved.
Senator Terrell informed that Senate that copies of the
survey, and reports from the department chairs and the deans will
be available in the Reserve area of the Ablah Library.
Senator
Terrell passed out a list of chairs by college and department that
have responded.
After some clarification he added that any
department chair not found on the front page of the list as not
responded.
Senator Terrell asked for discussion concerning the
recommended university evaluation guidelines. President Cavarozzi
suggested that the wording of A.l. include the Kansas Board of
Regent's wording "at least once a year." Senator Sharp questioned
the logistics of completing recommendation A.2.
Senator Carroll
explained that this recommendation was made to simplify the current
procedures. Senator Paske suggested adding this phrase, "In order
to avoid duplication of this kind and insofar as feasible, this
calendar should include the evaluation of untenured faculty."
Senator Williams asked if A.3. means two contiguous calendar years
or academic years. Senator Carroll responded that it really didn't
made any difference. Senator Swan suggested dropping the calendar
year evaluation. Senator Carroll replied that the calendar year is
done for legal reasons. Senator Terrell called for a straw vote on
the basic statement of principles as stated in A-E. By straw vote
the principles were approved. Senator Terrell suggested voting on
any amendments to A-Eat the May 1st meeting. President Cavarozzi
instructed the Senators to send any suggestions to Senator Terrell
before the May 1st meeting.
Senator Matson moved to adjourn.
meeting was adjourned at 5:00 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,
Michael Kelly
Secretary
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Seconded by Campbell.

The

